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Abstract 
Caryl Churchill, a contemporary British playwright and declared socialist feminist, 
combines theatrical inventiveness with social critique in her plays. Churchill consistently 
relates to political ideas in theatrical terms. This study offers a close reading of 
Churchill's most representative works, Cloud Nine (1979) and Top Girls (1982), detailing 
the development of her dramatic craft. In Cloud Nine and Top Girls, Churchill examines 
political structures through a conscious evaluation of traditional theatre structure. In 
particular, Churchill finds Brechtian epic theatre's politics invaluable to her socialist 
feminist dramaturgy. Detailed analysis of the two works enables us to determine the 
extent to which Churchill applies epic techniques to a politics that incorporates various 
concerns of gender, race, sexual orientation, and class. 
Chapter One discusses Cloud Nine. In this play, Churchill shows her effective 
application of Brechtian epic theatre. In particular, she uses cross-casting and double­
casting as an alienation effect in the mode of Brechtian theatre. Through these devices 
Churchill explores the artificiality of power structures, especially in patriarchal society. 
Moreover, by using these devices, Churchill makes a link between "playing a role" in 
theatre and "playing a role" in society. Churchill connects the way in which an actor 
represents his or her role in the audience to the way in which an individual represents a 
self to society. In Cloud Nine theatrical role-playing becomes a fundamental mode of 
action to suggest political role-playing as a vehicle for the content of social relations. 
lV 
Chapter Two examines Top Girls. In this play Churchill continues and extends her 
interests, including issues of patriarchy, social structure, and economic changes. 
Churchill builds up theatrical techniques from both Brechtian epic theatre and personal 
areas of theatre, reshapes traditional devices, and melds them into an original style. 
Churchill uses Brechtian historicization to analyze the relationship between women at 
different social positions through history. Moreover, by using a double-casting device, 
Churchill examines the different class consciousnesses and conflicts that characterize 
women in different moments of capitalism. By examining these two works, this study 
explores the interdependence of the theatrical and political in Churchill's new grammar 
of discussing, viewing, and writing plays. 
V 
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Introduction 
Caryl Churchill modifies and expands the theatrical influences of her time in the 
context of modem British theatre and in the context of the socialist feminist ideology that 
informs her work. Churchill has dealt with her awareness of feminism through various 
dramaturgies. Her concern remains with women's oppression in a patriarchal society, and 
she attempts to analyze patriarchy and capitalism together as a single source of women's 
oppression. The techniques that she employs, involving effective use of language and 
dramatic devices, convey these themes. Churchill's plays presume that the aesthetic and 
the political are intrinsically linked and that theatre that contains strong political content 
can be didactic. However, Churchill never puts political ideas over dramatic art. Even 
though she is a playwright of ideas, she is also a dramatist. Churchill's plays do attempt 
to explore various issues such as sexuality and gender relations, race, and class, but her 
politics are inseparable from her consideration of theatrical convention. In short, she 
consciously makes her theatrical conventions part of the message. 
Churchill's plays are informed by theories of theatre and drama and by socialist 
feminist analysis of social systems. Churchill's two best-known plays, Cloud Nine (1979) 
and Top Girls (1982), will be viewed in this study through socialist feminist ideology and 
theatre practice and theory-in particular, Brechtian theory-to show how her works 
operate within as well as beyond both of those systems, thereby creating a new theatre 
aesthetic. To introduce the Brechtian dimension of her theatre practice, I will briefly 
discuss Churchill's earlier play Vinegar Tom (1976) in this Introduction. In Chapters One 
and Two, I will examine Churchill's adaptation of Brecht to gender issues in Cloud Nine 
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and Top Girls. Feminism and socialism have sometimes sat uncomfortably with each 
other, given that the former views the root problem in social relations as patriarchy while 
the latter views it as capitalism. I will discuss those two competing ideologies in Cloud 
Nine, which focuses on patriarchal issues, and Top Girls, which focuses on the social 
structures of capitalism while dealing with women who have different class and cultural 
backgrounds. Examining the two ideologies in these two works, I will discuss Churchill's 
socialist feminist vision, which attempts to relate and critique each ideology rather than 
separate them to solve the problems they instigate. 
Churchill came into her own as a playwright at a time when a variety of influences 
coalesced in England to create theatre that was political, innovative, and populist. In her 
book on political theatre in Britain since 1968, Stages in the Revolution, Catherine Itzin 
describes these influences: 
1968 therefore marked the coming to consciousness-to political consciousness­
of the war-baby generation, to an awareness of environmental plundering and 
pollution, to cold-war imperialism, to conspicuous consumption in the first and 
second worlds and to the struggles of the third world. The response was 
disillusionment, despair, pessimism-and anger. The significant thing was that this 
response-and rebellion--did not remain random, but became a movement of the 
political left, appealing (however confusedly) to Marx as a symbol of the 
revolutionary transformation of society. All of this came to be reflected in theatre. 
(3) 
Itzin cites the failure of the Labour government to institute socialism on a large scale as 
the single most important impetus for the development of political theatre in Britain from 
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1968 to the present. When Labour came to power in 1964, there was some hope for social 
change. Within twelve months, however, it became clear that Labour was not going to 
alter anything, and this realization motivated playwrights and theatre groups to shape 
their disaffection with the political climate in Britain into new theatrical forms. 
AgitProp theatre, a genre of theatre whose agenda was primarily political, was born. 
The aim of such theatre was "to provide a comprehensive information and 
communications service for all those who are working towards a revolutionary 
transformation of our society" ( qtd. in Itzin 40). Under those circumstances, many new 
theatre companies were born. Leftist male playwrights-John Arden, Edward Bond, 
Arnold Wesker, David Mercer, and Trevor Griffith-identified with an earlier generation 
of playwrights, such as Harold Pinter and John Osborne, and they were deeply affected as 
well by their identification with "The New Left" through such organization as the 
Socialist Labour League. During the seventies theatre groups were founded with political 
agendas as well as a commitment to bringing theatre to working-class people. Belt and 
Braces, Women's Theatre Group, Gay Sweat Shop, Foco Novo, Monstrous Regiment, 
and Joint Stock Theatre Group were founded as populist community theatres. These 
theatre groups were founded according to political agendas, and they were often 
influenced by political theatre from other parts of Europe, most notably Bertolt Brecht's 
Berliner Ensemble, which visited Britain in 1957 and 1965. 
Churchill worked most intimately with two of the new theatre companies that 
emerged in the seventies, Monstrous Regiment and Joint Stock Theatre Group. Beginning 
in 1975, after her radio play period, her work with both of these groups revolutionized 
and politicized what she wrote and how she wrote. From her association with Joint Stock 
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Theatre Group, Churchill learned to work in a political manner. The political nature of 
the material shapes the work, from the preparation to the writing to the rehearsal. Political 
ideology must become an action if it is to have meaning, and, in theatre, the action is 
mediated through theatrical convention. 
Churchill has also done a great deal of work with Monstrous Regiment, a women's 
theatre group founded in 1975. The founding women were looking for an appropriate 
niche for themselves in the socialist political theatre, which was still dominated by men. 
The founders were first and foremost committed feminists, but they also were committed 
socialists, as their founding charter describes them: "We are engaged in trying to shift 
consciousness in the area of women's relation to society" ( qtd. in Itzin 27 4 ). They were 
involved in conscious experimentation with old forms and a search for new ones, which 
would reflect their perception of the world as women and the "open very dislocated 
nature of women's experience" (27 4 ). They aimed at making the stories of women from 
the past relevant to the stories of women in the present, so they adopted a style that was 
very self-reflective. Their plays often used song to interrupt the action and to remind the 
audience of its own relationship to the material. They kept the theatrical conventions 
highly artificial so that the audience was conscious of the women who played the parts 
and those women's own responses to the material, which was combative and anguished. 
As she worked with these groups, Churchill's political orientation crystallized, not 
out of a response to political events but out of a response to her own experience. 
Gradually, Churchill began to intellectualize what she always had felt was her intuitive 
feminism and socialism. She said, "If pushed to labels, I would be prepared to take on 
both socialist and feminist, but I feel very wary . . . .  I had a massive sense of my own 
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political uneducatedness-a feeling of having stated personally and emotionally and still 
groping toward finding what that means in political terms" (qtd. in ltzin 279). As she 
makes explicit to Kathleen Betsko and Rachel Koenig, Churchill's politics include both 
socialist and feminist principles: "Of course, socialism and feminism aren't synonymous, 
but I feel strongly about both and wouldn't be interested in a form of one that didn't 
include the other" (78). For Churchill, issues of gender cannot be isolated from issues of 
class and race. She believes that any system that incorporates structures of privilege and 
domination must become the site of a redefinition of meaning and value. 
Churchill's relationship with both theatre groups, with their roots in British Fringe 
theatre, and with their experimental projects and work practices, as well as the events of 
her own life as a woman and a mother, forged her dramatic genius. She emerged from a 
distinct movement in British theatre but has moved beyond the roots. In creating a unique 
space for herself, she borrowed Brechtian techniques and principles, as did many of the 
political playwrights who came of age in the seventies. Brecht's Berliner Ensemble had 
such an impact during their visits to Britain that Brecht's influence on political theatre 
was pervasive, influencing the entire theatre climate of the country. 
Bertolt Brecht, believing that theatre should teach socialistic doctrine, and 
advocated a narrative style of theatre. That is, Brecht advocated intermixing scenes of 
dialogue with dance and song in order to interrupt the audience's sense of illusion. He 
also insisted on the historicization of the setting and characters because he believed this 
device could interrupt the audience's empathy. Brecht advocated, as well, an objective 
style of acting in which actors, instead of identifying with the characters they played, 
stood apart from their roles so that their acting took place in third person. And, finally, 
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Brecht often interrupted the central action by addressing the audience directly through 
prologues, epilogues, and commentaries. The purpose of all these techniques was the 
same: to alienate the play from the audience, thereby minimizing their empathy so that 
they were better able to evaluate critically the play' s message. Any method of presenting 
events that inhibited identification and emotional involvement, then, became a legitimate 
alienation effect of epic theatre. 
Speaking about the alienation effect in "A Short Organum for the Theatre" (1948), 
Brecht explains its purpose: 
This technique allows the theatre to make use in its representation of the new social 
scientific method known as dialectical materialism. In order to unearth society's 
law of motion this method treats social situations as processes, and traces out all 
their inconsistencies. It regards nothing as existing except in so far as it changes, in 
other words is in disharmony with itself. This also goes for those human feelings, 
opinions and attitudes throughout which at any time the form of men's life together 
finds its expression. (193) 
Alienation effects deliberately create a distance between the events and characters on the 
stage and the audience, thereby allowing spectators the opportunity to intellectualize 
about what they see on stage. Through the use of alienation effects, dramatists 
continually remind the audience that they are watching a play, and the audience can 
recognize subjects of the play by understanding why characters in a play behave the way 
they do. As Brecht suggests in "A Short Organum," alienation effects allow "us [the 
audience] to recognize its subject," and prevent the audience from ever becoming totally 
immersed in the play ( 191 ). 
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Even though Brecht emphasizes social messages in his plays, he does not preclude 
enjoyment of his plays. He makes this point clear in his appendices: 
The theatre of the scientific age is in a position to make dialectics into a source of 
enjoyment. The unexpectedness of logically progressive or zigzag development, the 
instability of every circumstance, the joke of contradictions and so forth: all these 
are ways of enjoying the liveliness of men, things and processes, and they heighten 
both our capacity for life and our pleasure in it. Every art contributes to the greatest 
art of all, the art of living. (277) 
Brecht does not object to drama's pleasure-giving function; rather, he objects to a view of 
pleasure as the sole function of drama. He believes that spectators should derive pleasure 
from the involvement of their intellects, and therefore he views epic theatre's ability to 
make people think as its primary purpose. Because his plays address social issues, 
Brecht's epic theatre asks the audience not only to observe the play but also to think 
about the issues presented on stage and, when possible, to fight for social reform. 
Throughout his dramatic theory and practice, Brecht furnished the means of 
alienation, including gestus, "the clear and stylized expression of the social behavior of 
human beings toward each other" (Esslin 134). The social gestus for Brecht was not just 
"gesture" but covered the whole range of the outward signs of social relationships, 
including deportment, intonation, and facial expression. Through this device, the 
audience must never be allowed to forget that they are watching a play if they are to 
adopt a socially critical attitude. 
The impact of Brechtian epic theatre extended far beyond Berlin and continues to 
affect the works of many playwrights. In particular, Brechtian epic devices present useful 
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tools with which feminist playwrights might present their issues of concern. As Janelle 
Reinelt discusses, "Brechtian theory provides a tremendously powerful means of 
describing and producing a theatre of resistance" (After Brecht 81 ). Elin Diamond, in her 
essay on the connection between Brechtian theory and feminist theory, cites the areas in 
which feminist theory can profitably borrow from Brecht: "They [Brechtian theories] are 
demystifying representation, showing how and when the object of pleasure is made, and 
releasing the spectator from imaginary and illusory identifications" ("Brechtian," 83). 
Churchill is one a member of feminist dramatists who have extended and elaborated 
Brecht's principal innovations. Just as Brecht challenged the conventional theatre of 
illusion in order to discuss current political issues, so Churchill commits herself to 
theatrical innovations in order to speak about social feminist issues, to break the political 
and ideological ground of patriarchal society. 
Like the dramas of other playwrights influenced by Brecht, Churchill's plays 
strongly resist the Aristotelian framework that insists on structural and stylistic unity 
based on a narrative plot building progressively to a climax. Brecht rejected Aristotle's 
"pity and fear" in favor of stimulating new understanding of specific social situations 
through "astonishment and wonder" (Esslin 129). Churchill utilizes Brechtian theatrical 
techniques in order to transform theatrical art into political art. For example, she develops 
the historicization of narrative. Like Brecht, Churchill attempts to awaken audiences to 
oppression rather than allow them to take the tragic circumstances of a play' s conclusion 
as inevitable. Churchill also distances the audience from the characters as Brecht does, 
and she uses the social gestus to emphasize the power relations in a certain situation. Like 
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Brecht, Churchill disrupts the flow of narrative with an episodic structure and songs as 
well as reflexive movement between the past, the present, and the future. 
Churchill used epic theatre structure and techniques in the first plays she wrote as 
the result of collaborative workshops with Fringe groups. Vinegar Tom is one of the plays 
written in this period. In Vinegar Tom, Churchill adopts Brechtian techniques in order to 
offer historical explanation of repressive power, to engage in "the historical way" (97) of 
thinking identified by Brecht as fundamental. The inherently political nature of Brechtian 
epic theatre enabled Churchill to explore the mythology of witchcraft from a socialist 
feminist perspective or, in the words of Susan Todd, "in terms of the economic pressures 
and the role of women in society" ( qtd. in ltzen 275). Churchill exploits an alienation 
effect by using various Brechtian techniques. One of the devices is song. Churchill 
disrupts the flow of the action with seven songs. As Brecht points out in "A Short 
Organum of the Theatre," ''the music must strongly resist the smooth incorporation which 
is generally expected of it and turns it into an unthinking slavery" (203). Like Brecht, 
who views music as "a chance to criticize human behavior from a social point of view" 
(86), Churchill uses the songs as alienation effects, which, in tum, influence the 
audience's perception of the events of the narrative. In the same way, Churchill uses 
cross-casting to provide a vivid illustration of women's alienation from their female 
selves. This device creates a kind of alienation effect that encompasses the performer as 
subject as well as the role. In addition, just as Brecht uses an inversion of accustomed 
patterns in order to produce an alienation effect, Churchill uses the episodic plot or 
montage of isolated incidents occurring years apart. Churchill positions fifteenth-century 
historical figures within the framework of her play set in the seventeenth century and 
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written in the twentieth century. This device reflects the tactic of displ�cement. 
Throughout this play, Churchill presents many critical social gestus to demonstrate how 
misogynist gender ideology has become culturally encoded. In scene four, for instance, 
when Margery is churning butter without result, her action shows the sexual and 
economic frustration she suffers. And in scene six, the bleeding of Betty is another 
example of social gestus, illustrating the parallel between her experience and 
contemporary women's enforced passivity at the hands of the medical establishment. In 
her revisioning of the mythology of witchcraft, Churchill thus uses many Brechtian epic 
techniques to make connections between the personal experiences of individual women 
and the wider socio-political context of economic and sexual relations. Epic theatre's 
inherently political nature makes it a good vehicle for challenging bourgeois ideology. 
Through her strategic deployment of epic devices, Churchill shifts the audience's 
consciousness towards a socialist feminist perception. 
While working with the politically-oriented theatre groups Monstrous Regiment 
and Joint Stock, Churchill was impelled to go "beyond Brecht" to deal with issues not 
addressed by him, such as "the material conditions of gender behavior," while still using 
"Brecht's theorization of the social gestus, epic structure, and alienation effect" to 
achieve a "materialist critique within the theatrical medium" (Reinelt, "Beyond Brecht" 
154). As Diamond points out in her article "Closing No Gaps," there is a difference 
between a Brechtian, male consciousness of politics and a Churchillian, female 
consciousness of politics. Diamond emphasizes that "Brecht should not be taken as the 
untarnished or timeless. His blindness toward gender politics is well-known and must be 
historicized and revised with the very tools he has provided us" (173). Particularly in 
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"(In) Visible Bodies," Diamond deals with the ways in which Brecht's blindness toward 
gender politics can be historicized and revised in Churchill's plays with Brechtian tools. 
In the piece, she tries to locate Brecht's legacy in Churchill's linking of ideology and 
theatre representation. Churchill accepted and straightforwardly adapted Brechtian 
techniques in the first two plays produced in the seventies, Vinegar Tom and Light 
Shining in Buckinghamshire ( 1976), but used Brechtian techniques in ways that call 
attention to her difference from Brecht in her later works Cloud Nine and Top Girls, 
which I will examine in this study. 
While Churchill's debt to and connection with Brecht is part of a larger context of 
the influence of the British Fringe, her connection to socialist feminism is explicit and 
more personal. The feminist viewpoint has become an increasingly important aspect of 
Churchill's later works. Many of her plays give theatrical substance to a world of 
specifically female experience that has been all but invisible to public eyes. When she 
was asked in an interview what kind of society she would like to live in, she replied, "I 
would like to live in a society that is decentralized, nonauthoritarian, nonsexist-a society 
where people can be in touch with their feelings and in control of their lives." When 
pressed for a political theory, she responded, "I combine a fairly strong commitment-an 
antipathy for capitalism-with a fairly wobbly theoretic grasp" (Cousin 1 5). In her later 
works Churchill applies Brecht's epic techniques to a politics that incorporates various 
concerns of class, gender, race, sexual orientation, and age. 
I will examine Churchill's choice of Brechtian techniques as a means of criticizing 
patriarchy, imperialism, and capitalism through the theatrical representations Churchill 
imaginatively creates. Thus, in examining Churchill's artistic and politic use of theatre, I 
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am exploring her commitment to socialist feminism and to a program of revealing and 
reconstructing patriarchal society's ideological patterns. A critique of Churchill's drama 
within the context of B�echtian epic theatre requires a theorecitcal vantage point through 
which to read and to view her works. Because her dramatic practice also shows her 
understanding of the interrelatedness of class, gender, race, sexual orientation, and age, 
an exploration of Churchill's epic drama, with its strong socialist feminist politics, 
clarifies how the playwright constructs fictive representations of women and men that 
contest norms of patriarchal gender relations and reconstructs patriarchal society's 
ideological patterns. 
I will begin the discussion of Cloud Nine in Chapter One with Churchill's 
association with theatre group workshop, in particular with Joint Stock, because the 
workshop set her on the path she has been moving on ever since. Moreover� it is in her 
collaborative plays with such theatre groups that Churchill overtly adopts Brechtian 
techniques to undermine patriarchal and capitalist ideologies and to raise questions about 
the past and present. In Chapter Two, I will examine an early eighties work, Top Girls. 
Despite the fact that the play was not workshop developed, the Joint Stock style of 
company participation affected its rehearsal. In those two plays, societal change is related 
to personal change; in addition, sex, gender roles, and class struggle are deconstructed to 
show their contrived existence. 
Exploring thematic clusters in the two representative plays, the study will identify 
major dramatic techniques, strategies of communication, and thematic concerns through 
close reading of these works. As Chapter One argues, gender roles in Cloud Nine become 
emblems for the material existence of the characters. Through cross-casting, double-
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casting, and the linkage of patriarchy with gender issues, Churchill profoundly disrupts 
the ways in which the audience views gender. In particular, I will argue that Churchill 
makes a link in Cloud Nine between "playing a role" in theatre and "playing a role" in 
society, between the way in which the actor represents his or her role to the audience to 
the way in which an individual represents a self to society. In this play, theatrical role­
playing is not simply a theatrical trick but a fundamental mode of action suggesting 
political role-playing. By elaborating the Brechtian notion that the alienation effect is not 
merely a vehicle but also the content of social relationships, Cloud Nine transforms 
theatrical role-playing into social role-playing as a vehicle for demonstrating the content 
of social relations. I intend to explore this double function of "playing a role"-theatrical 
playing and political playing-in Cloud Nine. 
Chapter Two will examine Churchill's more recent play Top Girls: in this play, 
capitalism and economic power are the explicit themes. Having established with Cloud 
Nine a secure base for her work within Joint Stock while stimulating interest in her plays 
outside England, Churchill moved into a still broader range of theatrical experimentation 
and social critique by addressing issues of economic change. In this play, women are 
portrayed as full participants in the economic opportunities afforded to men. However, 
Churchill also points out the limitation of their success when they have class blindness 
and the price they have to pay for to be successful. Churchill does not present simplistic 
arguments for equal rights or a model of new feminist roles. Rather, she challenges 
audiences to create, revise, and re-create their own roles. In this play, Churchill builds 
upon techniques introduced in earlier plays, extracts elements from both the epic and 
personal aspects of theatre, reshapes traditional devices, and melds all of these factors 
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into an original style. Brechtian epic structure is again used effectively to examine themes. 
That is, Brechtian historicization is adopted to analyze the relationship between women at 
opposite ends of the spectrum of available possibilities for working women both in 
today's world and in the past. Top Girls juxtaposes the mundane and the literally 
impossible, uses an all-female cast of sixteen characters played by seven women, and 
focuses on one central character, Marlene, who is related in some way to all the other 
women. Through the double-casting device, Churchill contrasts two very different 
women groups, top girls and working class women, represented by Joyce, and examines 
the structure of capitalism which makes conflict inevitable between the two women 
groups. I will explore how women's class and gender conflicts, caused by capitalism, are 
represented in this play through epic structure and Churchill's unique theatrical devices. 
Through an examination of these two plays together, the interdependence of the aesthetic 
and political meanings of the plays will be foregrounded to show how Churchill develops 
a new grammar for speaking of, viewing, and writing plays. 
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Chapter One: Cloud Nine 
By considering oppressive systems and ruling patriarchal ideologies rooted in 
societies, Caryl Churchill has brought feminist consciousness to bear on her plays 
through various dramaturgies. Churchill refined her experiments with theatrical form­
drawing upon collective work and direct Brechtian influence while exploring historical 
subjects-in Vinegar Tom ( 1976) and Light Shining in Buckinghamshire ( 1976). 
However, when she moved from the revision of history to a consideration of gender and 
social change in contemporary relationships in such later plays as Cloud Nine (1979) and 
Top Girls (1982), Churchill developed the blending of radical ideas and theatrical devices 
absorbed from Brecht and other diverse influences. While remaining close to the 
Brechtian spirit of encouraging the audience to criticize actively theatrical as well as 
social institutions and ideologies they have previously taken for granted, Churchill sets 
off in new directions prompted by her continuing impulse toward theatrical 
experimentation and the expression of feminist insights into contemporary society. 
Cloud Nine (1979) is probably Churchill's best-known play and the one which has, 
more than any other of her works, given rise to her reputation for striking visual images, 
dialogue, and social critique in experimental theatrical forms. Cloud Nine explores the 
Victorian origins of contemporary gender definitions and attitudes toward sex, recent 
social changes which have come about as a result of great numbers of people rejecting 
Victorian limitations in their own sexual relationships, and some of the implications of 
these changes. Cloud Nine thus brings together issues of gender, sexuality, and power 
which had interested Churchill for many years and which she continued to pursue in later 
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plays, as well. In terms of form and style, it shows Churchill going beyond what might 
have been familiar to her audiences to create original theatrical combinations. 
, In Cloud Nine, theatrical role-playing is used not simply as a theatrical trick but as 
a fundamental mode of action to suggest political role-playing. In the play, Churchill 
makes a link between "playing a role" in theatre and " playing a role" in society, 
connecting the way in which the actor represents his or her role to the audience to the 
way in which an individual represents a self to society. In so doing, Churchill elaborates 
upon the Brechtian notion that the alienation effect is not merely a vehicle but also the 
content of social relationships. This device allows Churchill to confuse the dramatic roles 
to prevent the spectator from identifying emotionally with any single action or character. 
Churchill revises Brecht by developing the devices of cross-casting and multiple casting, 
devices which originates through a process of collective learning she experienced in the 
Joint Stock company. 
In Cloud Nine, which was written in conjunction with Joint Stock, Churchill uses 
cross-gender/race and multiple role-playing as "Alienation Effects" for the special 
purpose of relating sexual representation in theatre to gender ideology in the formation of 
the self. Using cross-casting and double-casting, this play links the theatrical medium 
with political content, theatrical acting with political acting, and in so doing is self­
conscious about its own acting medium. My interest lies in examining the self-reflectivity 
of Churchill's theatrical role-playing in Cloud Nine. 
The play's cross-casting and double-casting strategies can easily be connected with 
feminist views. As Sue-Ellen Case says, "both the study of woman as sign and the study 
of woman as object are deconstructive strategies that aid in exposing the patriarchal 
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encodings of the dominant system of representation" (121). Feminist playwrights make 
efforts to challenge all theatrical conventions in order to open a new field for women in 
theatre, a field wherein women emerge as subjects rather than objects. Churchill's 
disruption of the actor/character difference and her use of cross-casting and/or double 
casting open up new possibilities for the ways the audience views gender. 
Cloud Nine juxtaposes two historical periods to manipulate past and present. The 
first act is set during the height of the Victorian era, in an African country colonized by 
the British. The second act takes place one hundred years later, in the 1970s London. The 
Victorian setting depicts a fixed, patriarchal system in which social conventions 
supersede the valuing of the individual self, and the sex/gender relationship is entirely 
based on duty instead of individual desire. The present setting is the complete reversal of 
the past one. It shows a contemporary freedom and chaos in which all kinds of sexual 
relationships and gender roles are experimented with, eliminating the traditional 
sex/gender roles and inventing new flexible human relationships based on desire. 
Churchill historicizes both pictures in Brechtian fashion-that is, by dramatizing both 
cultural or ideological dissimilarities and similarities between the past and the present. 
Churchill ' s  sense of history in the play reflects Brecht's comment on the history play in 
his "Appendixes to the Short Organum." Dismissing conventional theatre, Brecht writes: 
When our theatres perform plays of other periods they like to annihilate distance, 
fill in the gap, gloss over the differences. But what comes then of our delight in 
comparisons, in distance, in dissimilarity-which is at the same time a delight in 
what is close and proper to ourselves? (276) 
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Churchill's unique balancing of the past and the present in Cloud Nine develops our 
historical sense into "a real sensual delight" (276), as Brecht suggests it might. The 
audience can delight both in comparing and in contrasting the two different periods. It is 
enabled to see the specific and changeable conditions shaping the individual's 
subjectivity, to understand, in Brecht's terms, that the individual self in any particular 
period is "not fixed and universally human" ( 140). 
Cloud Nine opens with Clive' s presentation of his family members to the audience. 
The opening presentation introduces the key motif of the first act: the repression of the 
female self in the Victorian age. Clive, a nineteenth-century colonial administrator, 
introduces himself and his wife, Betty: 
Clive: I am a father to the natives here, 
And father to my family so dear. 
My wife all dreamt a wife should be, 
And everything she is she owes to me. (25 1 )  
Clive defines his wife as a woman who lacks her own self-a woman whom he creates 
according to his own male values, a woman who belongs entirely to him. Betty's 
introduction of herself is exactly the same as her husband's. As Betty says, Betty is not 
her own creation but "a man's creation"(25 1 ), a product of patriarchal structuring. In a 
strict sense, Betty is absent. By making her a projection of the male imagination and 
sexual desire, Betty, the woman, wants to be a man's woman or, perhaps, the man who 
creates _Betty himself. 
Churchill visualizes Betty's need to play the role of Betty, which is created by her 
husband and is representative of patriarchy, by having her played by a man on stage. 
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While Betty verbally utters that she is playing a role of woman, the stage image, that of a 
man representing a woman, visually testifies to the absence of Betty's  self. In this cross­
casting, the normative way of staging gender is inverted, and the comic inversion 
becomes "a social gestus," setting up a play between outward appearance and the 
invisible real person, between public role and personal self. Cross-casting here calls 
attention to the artifice of gender identity by denaturalizing the fixed gender ideology­
making it seem strange-and by visually separating the female and male genders from 
the female and male bodies. Churchill 's theatrical inversion in role-playing acts as a 
vehicle for a radical social-critique of role-playing in patriarchy. 
Throughout Act One we repeatedly see, in the stage image of Betty, a man who 
tries to "re" -present a woman who is not a woman. Cross-casting in this play becomes a 
symbol of the way people disguise themselves on the stage and in society. Disguise is a 
way of living, of being, in our culture, and it is a way of masking the true self in response 
to the dictates of society-that is, if there is a true self. That the first act of the play is a 
farce makes these gender switches easier for the audience to watch. As Churchill 
commented to Helene Keyssar, "I want the audience to forget that Betty is played by a 
man, but I want the sex of the actor to remain apparent as well" (23 1 ). We see the 
absence of a woman (a male actor) who plays the absence of a woman (Betty who is not 
the real Betty) in the first act. The male actor who has encoded all of the female 
behaviors intensifies the message that Betty, without her real and natural self, simply 
follows all the female behaviors demanded by patriarchal Victorian values and 
regulations. For example, if a male actor playing Betty wears a beautiful dress, his 
awkward feminine manner can effectively convey the message that Betty is forced to 
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play a Victorian woman. Like the male player who is assigned the role of Betty, Betty has 
to play the role of Victorian woman, fragile and helpless, who often has hysterics and 
fainting fits and who should patiently wait for her husband at home, despite her 
depression and boredom. Betty's assigned role in the colonial country is only to miss her 
husband at home when he is away keeping the savages under control and to maintain a 
comfortable place of escape from the wicked, cruel world outside the home. She should 
not be herself. Instead, she should play the assigned role of mother, daughter, and wife. 
Variations of the same motif, the lack of self, are shown in Clive's opening 
presentation of Joshua and Edward, his servant and son. Clive defines Joshua as a black 
man who rarely celebrates his black identity. Joshua accepts his master's definition: "My 
skin is black but oh my soul is white" (251). Edward also affirms Clive's patriarchal 
definition, saying, "What father wants I'd dearly like to be" (252). Brecht, in "A Short 
Organum of the Theatre," urges his actors to "swap roles with their partners during 
rehearsal" because "it is good for the actors when they see their characters copied or 
portrayed in another form. If a part is played by somebody of the opposite sex, the sex of 
the character will be more clearly brought out" (197). Although Brecht envisioned cross­
casting only as an acting exercise, Churchill decided to switch actors along both gender 
and race lines in the actual performances of her play. In effecting a distance between 
assumed persona and real self, performance involves pretense or dissimulation and these 
qualities relate acting to the character's social change. Like actors whose true sex or race 
is masked by cross-casting, the characters in the first act conceal and suppress their 
desires under their social masks. 
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Throughout the first act a white actor playing the black servant comically 
magnifies the inadequacy of Joshua's acquired role as Clive's servant. The stage 
constantly shows that Joshua is being taught to serve a white man or woman, to do 
everything that a white man or woman says without any complaint. He is educated to 
regard his native tribe as the bad savages, to condemn his own native myth as a bad story, 
and to believe in the story of Adam and Eve. Joshua the black man thus comes to play the 
part of a white man in his role of a faithful servant to a Christian imperialist. Joshua is 
revealed as Clive's creation as much as Betty is. Joshua's black self is so entirely 
suppressed that Joshua identifies himself instead with his colonial master. He is willing to 
play the part of Clive's servant who thinks and acts according to Clive's white values. 
Joshua, tellingly, is played by a white; in this case, the reversal presumes a natural 
identification with one's own race and reinforces the severity of the rupture in Joshua's 
identity. 
Young Edward, in tum, is not yet the man Clive wants him to be. As a young boy, 
Edward attempts to elude traditional role expectations. Because he is to be played by a 
woman, cross-casting illuminates the role of socialization in the formation of gender 
identity. It is hard for him to play the role of a man already laid down for him by his 
father and the patriarchal society. Yet, Edward struggles to play the role of a man and to 
accept the necessity of sexual difference and of distinct gender roles. A woman playing 
Edward the young boy, another obvious gender inversion on stage, functions in the same 
way as a man playing Betty and a white man playing Joshua. An actress representing 
Edward emphatically visualizes the fact that Edward, a boy with what society deems 
feminine desire, is compelled to accept the narrow image of masculinity that is thrust 
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upon him. Edward is constantly reminded that he must not play with dolls but must like 
cricket and be good at riding horses, bouncing the ball, and running. · He must grow up to 
be "a man" and be good at "manly'' things. 
Joshua's perverted role of a black white man and Edward's uneasy manly role take 
perceptible shapes in ironic cross"'.'gender/race casting, the visual inversion of man and 
woman and of black and white. A white man representing the black servant and an 
actress representing Edward visually remind the audience that Joshua and Edward give 
up their own natural identities and are forced to adopt the social roles that do not 
necessarily fit their biological and natural selves. As cross-cast characters, Joshua and 
Edward, variations of Betty, clearly indicate that the lack of feminine self has common 
ground with the lack of black self and with the lack of homosexual self. The dominance 
of the powerful over the powerless involves race and sexual desire as well as gender.The 
way men think of women parallels the way colonial rulers think of their natives and the 
way heterosexuals think of gay men. 
Churchill states in her preface to Cloud Nine that the play' s basic idea is "the 
parallel between colonial and sexual oppression" (245). Churchill also suggests the 
relation between the status of women in patriarchy and the status of gay men in 
heterosexual culture (246). In the workshop for Cloud Nine, Churchill says the group of 
actors discussed the relationship between women and homosexual men: "the women 
went on the question what gay men had to do with them and the gays questioned what the 
women's movement had to do with them" (Taylor 8). Cloud Nine, then, is a play about 
"sexual politics that would not just be a woman's thing" (Thurman 56), as Churchill 
acknowledges. Women, the colonized, and homosexuals are all oppressed people under 
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the authoritarian, patriarchal W estem system, and Churchill deals with all the oppressed 
people in terms of the femininity of the oppressed. In that system, women and 
homosexuals are associated with a dangerous, evil, dark power which "threatens what is 
best" (282) in men; they, like the dangerous natives in the colony, are regarded as rebels 
against Clive's patriarchal notion of family and male empire. All these social victims 
share the inferior psychology of the oppressed by internalizing patriarchal, colonial, and 
heterosexual values. They are all forced to erase their own selves and to support the 
elements of patriarchal social organization. 
However, behind his white mask, Joshua reveals his black self. Joshua often jokes 
to Betty in ways that imply resistance to a white woman. Joshua apparently ignores the 
death of his parents and the natives' rebellion. His black self, however, cannot be 
completely silent. Joshua finally raises his gun against Clive. Edward, in turn, is 
constantly revealed playing with his sister's dolls whenever he is alone and enjoys a 
secret homosexual relationship with Harry, a homosexual man. Betty's sexual desire, 
hidden behind her mask of the ideal Victorian wife, is also made visible in her secret 
attraction to Harry. While she is apparently doing her domestic duties, she wants, as well, 
to do something "dangerous" (261 ), to be involved in adventure, to make love with 
Harry. Sue-Ellen Case and Jeanie K. Forte point out that Churchill links ''the desiring 
female subject" here with "the theme of homosexuality" (65). Churchill compares the 
way the female self under patriarchy expresses her desire with the way the homosexual 
self under heterosexual culture expresses his or her sexual desire. In Act One, Churchill 
juxtaposes Betty's secret female desire with Edward's suppressed homosexual desire, but 
Churchill also intensifies the juxtaposition through the sexual temptation of Harry, who 
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tries to have sex with Betty, Edward, Joshua, and even Clive. The sexual disorders, 
represented by cross-casting, thus call into question the Victorian male/female and 
black/white polarization, revealing the rigidity and distortion of the Victorian principle of 
order and making visible the real split of the individual into private self and public role­
playing. 
In order to keep the power structure intact, Clive rationalizes all the aberrations in 
the indecorous behavior he sees around him. His own pursuit of Mrs. Saunders doesn't 
seem to bother him because he is protected from her by his marriage: "Women can be 
treacherous and evil. They are darker and more dangerous than men" (277). He 
rationalizes that "the family protects us from that" (277). Mrs. Saunders is fine as a 
mistress as long as she is not also sexual demanding. Betty, the wife, in turn, must remain 
pure and passionless. When he realizes she is having an affair with Harry, the explorer, 
Clive says to her, "You are not that sort of woman. You are not unfaithful to me, Betty" 
(277). When Harry misreads Clive's comments, "Friendship between men is . . .  the 
noblest form of relationship" (282) and "women are irrational, demanding, inconsistent, 
treacherous, lustful and smell different from us" (282), and makes a pass at Clive, Clive 
says it's "unthinkable": "you will have a river named after you," and "this sin can destroy 
an empire" (283). As he says those words, restless natives are rebelling all around him. 
The farcical aspect of this is that just as Clive can see none of the unraveling of society's 
mores, so he cannot see the demise of colonialism happening right before his eyes. The 
demise of gender arrangements based on power and the demise of Empire become 
mirrors of each other. Betty, his wife, and Joshua, his servant, may, for the moment, be 
acting according to his image of them, but the actual maleness of the actor portraying her 
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and Joshua's actual whiteness indicate that these arrangements are not long for this 
world. Woman's true nature for Clive is dark and treacherous, just as Africa is "his 
enemy," and he is determined to tame both. 
In the final scene of the first act Clive tries to rearrange all the characters into the 
conventional Victorian gender roles by arranging a marriage between Harry and Ellen. 
As the homosexual Harry and the lesbian Ellen are pushed into the conventional roles of 
husband and wife through marriage, all other sexual dangers, including Betty's and 
Edward's, are effaced, and all are forced to play the conventional roles of husband, wife, 
and child. The marriage ceremony performed by the actors in the final scene of Act One 
becomes a powerful emblem of Clive's patriarchal order. In the scene of the marriage 
ceremony, the players (some of whom are cross-cast) become more the conventional than 
in any other scene because the ceremony itself stresses formality and conventionality. 
Reversing his earlier treatment of Betty and Edward, Clive forgives his wife Betty-and 
ejects Mrs. Saunders-when she jealously attacks the other woman, but he punishes 
Edward when Edward denies responsibility for the ripped doll. Clive makes the 
traditional toast to the bride and groom, but his speech is cut short as Joshua aims a gun 
at him. Edward, who sees this act, makes no move to stop Joshua; rather, he covers his 
ears. This occurs at the moment when Clive is raising his hand in a toast to the couple 
and to the end of the dangers: "Our enemies are killed" (288). 
Act Two actually takes place one hundred years later, but the characters are only 
twenty-five years older than in Act One. The setting of the first act was confining, with 
the action taking place indoors or in a dark forest. The space of the second act is a 
playground, where, as Churchill says, the characters discover and explore their true 
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natures. The action continues to take place through the changing seasqns of the year. 
Their playing space is much more open, much more free, as is the speech of the 
characters and the dramatic structure. Characters of the second act try to find their "own 
selves" and to avoid playing the given roles prescribed by social conventions as in Act 
One. They seek to escape from the social, political, and sexual entrapment of the 
Victorian age. This fact is clearly made visible in the actors, who change roles from the 
first act. In this act, there is only one example of cross-casting: Cathy, the preschool-aged 
girl, "is played by a man," to quote Churchill's introduction to the play, "partly as a 
simple reversal of Edward being played by a woman, partly because the size and 
presence of a man on stage seemed appropriate to the emotional force of young children, 
and partly, as with Edward, to show more clearly the issues involved in learning what is 
considered correct behavior for a girl" (Plays: One 246). All other characters are cast by 
natural gender. Betty, who has left Clive and has been struggling to find her own female 
self, is now played by a woman. Edward, who becomes overtly homosexual, is played by 
a man, and Victoria, who is also struggling to find her personal identity and is to be no 
longer a doll, is played by a woman. The natural gender casting suggests that sex roles 
have become more a matter of personal choice than one of social position. 
Each actor from Act One reappears in a new role in Act Two. While Act One 
depended largely on cross-casting, in Act Two Churchill introduces other Brechtian epic 
devices, such as time shifting and double-casting. In the second act, we initially find 
Churchill's extraordinary time shift between acts quite disconcerting. In her cast list, 
Churchill explains the play' s non-linear progression: "Act One takes place in a British 
colony in Africa in Victorian times. The Act Two takes place in London in 1979. But for 
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the characters it is twenty-five years later" (248). Churchill's disturbance of diachronic 
time serves as an epic device that demonstrates the persistence of Victorian values and 
practices in the modem world. Indeed, Brecht's comments about "the theatre of the 
scientific age" in his "Appendices to the Short Organum" capture the essence of 
Churchill's intention: 
The story does not just correspond to an incident from men's life together as it 
might actually have taken place, but is composed of episodes rearranged so as to 
allow the story-teller's ideas about men's life to find expression. In the same way 
the characters are not simply portraits of living people, but are rearranged and 
formed in accordance with ideas. (278) . 
Churchill rearranges episodes in order to interrogate the ways in which gender norms are 
socially constructed at different historical moments and in different social contexts. 
The visual impact of double-casting, like cross-casting in Act One, challenges the 
assumption that character is a fixed thing. Doubling, like cross-casting, aims to move 
characters away from the fixed roles but in a different way. Cross-casting, an inversion of 
theatrical stereotypes, is an effective social "gestus" that suggests that characters in the 
Victorian era, like actors, simply play the assigned roles or social stereotypes. Double 
casting poses the possibility of a mutable self. This device implies that characters in the 
contemporary era have multiple options to choose over a unitary, fixed, unproblematic 
self. The actor's double or multiple roles between the first act and the second act (for 
example, the actor who plays Joshua can play Gerry or/and Cathy) thematically reflects 
contemporary men and women who, released from previous social constraints, have 
flexibility in choosing what they want to be. 
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Churchill does not explicitly discuss such a link between doubling and the double 
or multiple possibilities of the contemporary self. In her introduction to the play, 
however, she stresses the director' s  freedom in her double approach to character. She 
notes that doubling can be done in ways that seem right for any particular production: 
"Some doublings aren't practicable, but any way of doing the doubling seems to set up 
some interesting resonance between the two acts" (247). A certain 'resonance' between 
an actor's Act One and Act Two characters develops whatever combinations are used for 
doubling. Regardless of which combinations are used, the doubling functions to suggest 
multiple possibilities within what may be perceived as a unitary persona and to call 
attention to the element of role-playing within the relationships represented in the play. 
The options of the director are open, and the world of the production is one of 
possibilities to be explored. Churchill 's  suggestion for the director' s options reflects a 
contemporary assumption that we live in a realm in which multiple options are available. 
As a result of doubling, the audience notices that actors/actresses can perform different 
roles in Act One and Act Two (they are not playing fixed roles but can change roles) and 
connects the fluidity of the actors with the flexibility of subjectivity. 
Through the natural sex casting and doubling, Act Two depicts a contemporary 
world of possibilities and freedom. Betty, who once lived only to be all her husband 
wished her to be in Act One, chooses now to be independent of her mother, and, 
separated as well from her husband, wishes primarily to be "herself." Betty' s ability to 
change circumstances in her life begins when she starts to earn money. Announcing that 
she has been working as a receptionist in a doctor' s office, Betty shows Cathy her money. 
Moreover, she develops a new sense of herself as a free person through masturbation, a 
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previously forbidden formal sexual expression: "Afterwards I thought I'd betrayed Clive. 
My mother would kill me. But I felt triumphant because I was a separate person from 
them. And I cried because I didn't want to be. But I don't cry about it any more. 
Sometimes I do it three times in one night and it really is great fun" (316). Despite her 
strong feeling of independence, Betty still expresses her fear of being alone. Complaining 
of her helplessness, she says, "I'll never be able to manage. If l can't even walk down the 
street by myself. Everything looks so fierce" (298). Feminine Edward chooses to be a 
homosexual and finds his partner, Gerry. Lin, a new character, is a lesbian woman who 
has left her husband and leads an independent life with her boyish daughter. Victoria, a 
liberated bourgeois woman, wishes to build her career in Manchester. Only Cathy shows 
the farcical energy which animated the first act, and with it she frequently disrupts the 
realistic interactions of the other characters. The soldier who interrupts the invocation of 
the goddess with his outburst of barely coherent anger-and who is played by the same 
actor playing Cathy-similarly dislocates the jocular, but realistic, proceeding with his 
disturbing and ambiguous presence. 
Act Two begins with more undisciplined freedom and confusion. In Act One, 
everybody is narrowly confined to the artificial role pushed onto him or her by Victorian 
conventions, but in Act Two, they are confronted with their limitless possibilities: all 
become both more certain about their desires and confused about their chosen roles. The 
second act begins with Cathy chanting a scatological rhyme and brandishing a toy gun as 
she plays in the park. Nearby, Cathy's mother Lin chats with Victoria, who is with her 
son Tommy-a toddler spoken of but never actually seen on stage. Lin and Vic form a 
relationship that nourished by different class experiences, transcends their conflicting 
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perspectives. Vic claims contentment with a husband who "helps with the washing up," 
while Lin explains that she left her husband and feels grateful that she received custody 
of their child despite her being a lesbian (291 ). 
In subsequent scenes, all of these characters reveal problems in their sexual 
relationships. Even though characters in the second act have many options and more 
freedom, with the new freedom comes confusion. Lin is attracted to Vic. Gerry rejects 
Edward's desire for exclusive commitment, declares a 'divorce' from him, and later 
describes, in  a monologue, the type of risky and anonymous erotic encounter he finds 
most exciting. Betty experiences great anxiety about her new independence. Martin 
pressures Vic to make a decision on a job offer in another city and complains that she 
does not respond sexually. 
While the characters attempt to find their own selves through this new freedom of 
self-expression, they are not clear about the direction in which they move; moreover, they 
do not clearly understand people of the opposite sex and class. Betty and Victoria 
(women) and Edward, Gerry, and Lin (homosexuals) are simply enjoying their newly 
acquired freedoms by unleashing their sexual desires through various sexual experiments. 
However, they do that without any clear idea of why they are doing so and without any 
specific goals. 
Act Two, which immediately j uxtaposes a strong contemporary image against 
vivid images of the past, focuses on changes in the structure of power and authority as 
these affect sex and relationships. Churchill, in a reflection upon the values within her 
play, states in the introduction that "all the characters in this act change a little for the 
better" (246). The types of change that might definitively alter power relations, however, 
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prove neither easy nor predictable for these representatives of contemporary life. In a 
world devoid of the stable center provided by duty to the head of the family and the ruler 
of the Empire, and without the threatening nearness of the unknown, freedom engenders 
uncertainty. Characters in the second act struggle to achieve coherence in their lives, even 
as they experiment with new areas of sexual expression. Double-casting is emblematic of 
such confusion (as well as flexibility) through the audience's confounding identification 
of two roles in one actor or actress, one of which enacts the rigid Victorian role and the 
other of which has multiple possibilities for role assignment in the present society. As 
Churchill states, through doubling we critically observe that "if men are finding it hard to 
keep control in the first act, they are finding it hard to let go in the second" (246). 
The arbitrary coupling of Harry and Ellen in the institution of marriage in Act One, 
seemingly solves the sexual problem of the Victorian age at the cost of the violation of 
individuality. In the second act, the contemporary characters solve their problems of 
confusion and insecurity by joining communal sexual orgies, again losing their 
individuality. In the Victorian age, the marriage ceremony reinforces the conventional 
sexual/gender roles; the conventionality of the marriage system itself demands control of 
the sexual desires of the Victorians. On the other hand, the libidinous sex revelry in 
contemporary times serves to eliminate the conventional sex-gender roles by 
experimenting with all possible individual sexual desires. The homosexual Edward joins 
a sex ritual with the lesbians, Victoria and Lin. They choose having sex with one another 
and even think of including Betty. 
Contemporary (wo )men try to solve the problem of confusion by more confusion. 
They are finding a solution by turning upside down conventions: 
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The wife's lover's children and my lover's wife 
Cooking in my kitchen, confusing my life. 
And it's upside down when they reach Cloud Nine. 
Upside down when you reach Cloud Nine. (312) 
The way the actors play in this topsy-turvy ceremony is in complete contrast to the rigid 
way in which the actors perform the marriage ceremony at the end of Act One. In 
performance, the actors participate in this communal revelry by releasing all their energy. 
It reflects their contemporary open world of sex, which rejects the fixity of human 
relationships in favor of flexibility and multiplicity. Against the artificial conventions and 
social duty of Victorian times, the contemporary action proposes the importance of the 
physical body and natural desire. 
Churchill, however, criticizes both the Victorian age and the contemporary period. 
The futility and hypocrisy of the marriage ritual in the Victorian age are undercut by 
Joshua's gun aimed at Clive. The marriage ceremony promises peace and harmony, but 
the final Victorian picture reverses the promise. Similarly, the festive atmosphere of the 
contemporary sex orgies is undermined by the appearance of Lin's brother Bill, a British 
soldier in Ireland. Sexual liberation is much clouded by Bill's story of sexual repression 
that leads to violence and negation of oneself. The present "upside-down" world is a 
possible solution for Victorian social constraints. The modem world has improved, at 
least, by recognizing the multiple possibilities of gender/sex identity. Yet today's solution 
is not the enduring solution for the future; rather, it becomes a new problem to be solved 
in the future, and it requires further explorations and changes. Both Joshua's gun and 
Bill's language of "fucking" at the climax of the performance of rituals ironically 
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undermine the resolution of each act and period. First, neither Victorian sexual repression 
nor modem sexual liberation means racial harmony and the liberation of the oppressed. 
Both Joshua, a black servant, and Bill, a working-class man, are excluded from 
participating in social harmony and liberation. Second, given that Churchill combines 
sexual oppression with race/class oppression, Joshua's political rebellion implies that the 
Victorian sexual rebellion is concealed behind its feigned conformity to Victorian sex 
roles. In addition, Bill's political speech suggests that sexual repression still exists in the 
contemporary world of sexual freedom, though it is implicit and limited to working-class 
people. While sexual patterns show themselves somewhat resistant to change, patterns of 
societal power are yet more resistant, proving the adaptability of the prevailing power 
structure in the process of maintaining itself. Working-class groups are less marginal in 
the social order of the second act, and even the symbolic black character of the first act 
has disappeared. 
Doubling and role-changing in performance have a close relation to Churchill's 
historicization. The doubling and changing of roles between Act One and Act Two and 
between the two different periods indicates how historical conditions determine gender 
roles. The actors' change of roles carries the political meaning that subjectivity is always 
constructed within the ideological project at any given historical moment. To see 
different actors for one character (e.g., Betty, Edward, Joshua) between Act One and Act 
Two or to see the same actor for different characters ( e.g., one actor for the roles of Clive 
and Cathy) is to step into a field of contradiction. And the contradiction provokes the 
audience's realization that the self is never fixed and absolute but has the potential to 
disguise, to alter, and to reconstruct. For instance, because the actors representing Betty 
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have changed from Act One to Act Two, from the Victorian period to the present time, 
the audience is able to recognize that Betty changes from a typical Victorian woman to a 
contemporary woman under the influence of the women's movement. 
In performance, different actors are assigned to play Betty because the character 
Betty has different roles in the Victorian age and in modem times. In the earlier period, 
Betty succumbs to the demands of patriarchal ideology and plays the role of the female 
stereotype. She has her own sexual desire but controls and conceals it. The less 
authoritarian modem atmosphere of sexual liberation, on the other hand, allows Betty to 
release her sexual energy and to declare her freedom from her duties to the household. In 
a sense, Betty comes to play the role of a contemporary woman. If Betty is able to 
recover her forbidden feminine self and to construct her own personal identity, it is 
because she lives in the present time when women and gays, former marginalized groups, 
can enjoy their newly acquired freedoms. Just as the conditions of the Victorian age 
contribute to making a Betty who lacks her own self, the conditions of the present time 
aid Betty's construction of her female self. 
At the final moment of the play, the man-Betty from Act One and the woman-Betty 
from Act Two embrace. Audiences clearly see the two different actors representing 
Betty's two modes of identity. The performance of the two Betties self-referentially 
threatens to undercut the subject fixed in ideology. It becomes clear that the self is 
flexible, capable of being modified by history and its ideology. Moreover, this final 
image-an embrace of the realistically imagined and the playfully invented characters of 
Betty-uses an unexpected theatrical combination to ally the defiant, but repressed, 
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energy of the first act with the greater possibilities of the second, implying that both are 
necessary for the initiation of real social change. 
Churchill adds an additional dimension to her doubling; instead of just doubling 
roles, she doubles dialogue as well. For example; immediately following Gerry's second 
monologue in the third scene of Act Two, Edward from Act One appears, and he and 
Gerry repeat word for word a dialogue between Harry and Edward performed in the first 
act: 
Edward: Gerry I love you. 
Gerry: Yes. I know. I love you too. 
Edward: You know what we did? I want to do it again. I think about it all the time. 
Don't you want to any more? 
Gerry: Yes, of course. (311) 
The fact that the same actor plays Joshua and Gerry helps the audience make certain 
connections between those two characters, but by having Gerry repeat the words spoken 
by Harry in Act One, Churchill aids the audience both in making the connection between 
Edward's two lovers and in understanding how little Edward's situation has changed in 
twenty-five years. 
Both acts of Cloud Nine, in short, use techniques borrowed from Brechtian epic 
theatre. Churchill uses the gestus, or action revealing a social attitude, to provoke 
criticism of all sexual attitudes and institutions, including the contemporary ones. Gestic 
communication, as well as the alienation effect, is readily apparent in the cross-casting of 
Betty and Joshua in the first act and Cathy in the second. Just as Betty and Joshua 
stimulate awareness of gender stereotyping and the aspect of racial oppression which 
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conditions the oppressed people to reject their own identity, the image of Cathy wearing a 
new dress and firing a toy gun reveals that her socialization supports both aggressiveness 
and artificial standards of attractiveness-perhaps the worst of the traditionally opposed 
worlds of the masculine and feminine. Though the distancing is particularly evident in the 
first act, doubling functions throughout to create a sense of alienation _and thus to inhibit 
non-judgmental identification with characters. Scenes are constructed so that they have a 
turning point and communicate ideas. 
Further, the form in which Churchill has structured Cloud Nine negates unity and 
closure. The contrasts between the first act's farcical dilemmas and the second's 
contemporary quandaries, as well as the variety of perspective, image, and style evident 
in the second, defy reduction to a single viewpoint. The radical time discontinuity 
between the first and second acts, with time progressing one hundred years for society 
and twenty-five years for the characters, similarly disrupts the development of plot or 
character through a unified narrative. Lack of completion characterizes the end of both 
acts and the end of the play itself. 
Finally, by showing individuals in two very different historical contexts and 
exploring the ways in which they constitute and are constituted by these societies, Cloud 
Nine structures a reciprocal relationship between the individual and society, challenging, 
like Brecht, the traditional belief in the continuity and unity of the self regardless of 
environmental or historical circumstances. Moreover, Churchill uses various epic devices 
to unmask the hierarchical power relations inherent in gender, race, class, and sexual 
orientation. This play demonstrates well how Churchill uses epic devices such as cross­
casting, time shifting, doubling of roles and dialogues to expose historically specific 
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power relations and the changeable roles of human beings within patriarchal, imperialist 
cultures. 
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Chapter Two: Top Girls 
In Top Girls, Churchill continues to demonstrate her interest in a range of theatrical 
experimentation and social critique by addressing an issue of patriarchy as well as issues 
of economic change and social structure. In this play, Churchill builds upon techniques 
introduced in Vinegar Tom and Cloud Nine, extracts elements from both the epic and 
personal capabilities of theatre, and reshapes traditional devices with her original style. 
Churchill again uses epic devices effectively in this play to challenge traditional ideas 
about historical significance by interweaving female characters from historical and 
contemporary eras. Exploring women's personal and subjective experience alongside 
their social and political activities, Churchill interrogates the relationship between past 
and current social practices. 
Unlike Cloud Nine and other earlier plays developed through theatrical workshop, 
Churchill wrote Top Girls without the aid and support of a theatre collective. Rather than 
focusing on a single issue, Churchill brought together several different ideas that had 
presented themselves to her at various points while she was working on the play. As she 
explains in an interview with Lynn Truss: 
The ideas for Top Girls came from all kinds of things. A lot of it went back a 
really long way. The idea for Dull Gret as a character I found in some old notebook 
from 1977 or 78. There'd been the idea of the play about a lot of dead women 
having coffee with someone from the present. And an idea about women doing all 
kinds of jobs. It was also that Thatcher had just become prime minister; and also I 
had been to America for a student production of Vinegar Tom and had been talking 
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to women there who were saying things were going very well: they were getting far 
more women executives, women vice-presidents so on. And that was such a 
different attitude from anything I'd ever met here, where feminism tends to be 
much more connected with socialism and not so much to do with women 
succeeding on the sort of capitalist ladder. All those ideas fed into Top Girls. (8) 
Despite the fact that the play was not workshop developed, Churchill still employed 
numerous alienation techniques and strategies, several of which she had used earlier in 
collaboration with Joint Stock. 
Top Girls analyzes the relationship between women at opposite ends of the 
spectrum of available possibilities for working women, both in today's world and in the 
past. It argues against replacing the concern for others, the focus of traditional women' s 
work, with the opposing, and traditionally masculine, orientation toward competition. 
This play examines "top girls," women who have "made it" in a man's world, who accept 
capitalistic structures and learn to function in them. As Churchill says of her original idea 
for the play, "Thatcher had just become Prime Minister; there was talk about whether it 
was an advance to have a woman prime minister if it was someone with policies like hers. 
She may be a woman but she isn't a sister, she may be a sister but she isn't a comrade" 
(qtd. in Betsko and Koenig 78). Thatcher and Marlene, the leading character of the play, 
have "made it" to the top. However, Churchill does not merely illustrate Marlene as a 
successful woman. Rather, Churchill questions how complicated Marlene' s attitudes are 
and what price she pays for being successful. Churchill wanted the play to represent a 
complex thought process: "What I was intending to do was make it first look as though it 
was celebrating the achievements of women and then-by showing the main character, 
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Marlene, being successful in a very competitive, destructive way-ask what kind of 
achievement is that? The idea was that it would start out looking like a feminist play and 
tum into a socialist one, as well" (Betsko and Koenig 62). 
Top Girls flaunts its theatrical inventiveness, which is in some degree based upon 
practices established in Churchill's previous works. Churchill's interest in theatrically 
effective but realistically impossible combinations like the cross-casting images of Cloud 
Nine here manifests itself in a dinner party hosted by a contemporary woman for an 
assortment of women from history, literature, and art. Double-casting of seven to cover 
more than twice that number of roles is also used in Top Girls to show women characters' 
different and/or similar concerns from past to present. Finally, non-linear progression is 
used to explore the issue of women's oppression in a capitalistic social structure. I intend 
here to explore Churchill's vision of women's conflicts through her theatrical devices. 
In the first act, Churchill employs a visually jarring alienation effect to make 
visible the trans-historical and trans-cultural nature of the oppression of women. She 
brings six women from different historical periods and social classes together in a 
London restaurant in 1982. By presenting these diverse women together on stage in their 
period costumes, Churchill, like Brecht in "Appendices to the Short Organum," 
acknowledges "our delight in comparisons, in distance, in dissimilarity-which is at the 
same time a delight in what is close and proper to ourselves" (276). Throughout the act, 
the audience is presented with images of women from six different historical periods and 
vastly different cultural and geographical milieu. 
The six women from different historical periods and cultures in the first act are for 
the most part extraordinary in ways patriarchal history would recognize. As Churchill 
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explains in her ''Note on characters," Pope Joan occupied a position which even to this 
day remains inaccessible to women: "disguised as a man, [she] is thought to have been 
Pope between 854-856." Similarly, Isabella Bird (1831-1904), who "lived in Edinburgh, 
[ and] travelled extensively between the ages of 40 to 70," experienced something well 
beyond the household experiences of most women of her day. Likewise, Lady Nijo (b. 
1258), a Japanese woman who "was an Emperor's courtesan and later a Buddhist nun­
who traveled on foot through Japan," came from a family acutely conscious of its 
heritage. As Nijo tells Marlene, she comes "of a line of eight generations of poets. [Her] 
Father had a poem in the anthology" (57). Patient Griselda, "the obedient wife whose 
story is told by Chaucer in "The Clerk's Tale" of The Canterbury Tales, " has been 
written about by Petrarch, Boccacio, and Chaucer primarily because of her elevation to 
membership in a small social elite by virtue of her marriage to a Marquis. Even Dull Gret, 
who "is the subject of the Brueghel painting . . .  in which a woman in an apron and 
armour leads a crowd of women charging through hell and fighting the devils," is 
represented in the allegorical painting and in the play as having experienced something 
not likely experienced by the majority of women of any period. Like the other women in 
Act One, Marlene achieves her status as a Top Girl on the basis of individual 
accomplishment because she attains something beyond the reach of the majority of 
women in her time. 
The Waitress, who stands in stark contrast to the other women in the act, is the only 
character who does not qualify as a Top Girl and, consequently, must serve the Top Girls. 
Going through the entire act without speaking, she represents the vast majority of 
ordinary women who silently struggle against poverty and oppression. Within capitalist 
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and patriarchal societies, the play suggests, Top Girls achieve success on the backs of 
ordinary working women. Like the unexceptional women in the subsequent acts, the 
waitress makes concrete the enormous difference between individual achievement and 
collective social change. 
_ The Top Girls' initially festive mood gradually turns bitter by the end of the act 
with the growing realization that each of them has lost as much as they have gained in 
their struggle to survive and succeed. Marlene sums up the effect of their narratives with 
the question, "Why are we all so miserable?" (18). Anger surfaces as Joan recites Latin 
poetry lamenting the misery of humans, Nijo tells of an incident in which she beat the 
emperor, and Gret recounts her battle with the devil in Hell. By the end of the scene, with 
Nijo sobbing, Joan vomiting, and Marlene getting completely drunk, the party has turned 
into an emotional outpouring of shared suffering and anger. 
All six Top Girls from Act One represent different social classes, and they 
experience vastly different realities. As Brecht suggests in "A Short Organum for the 
Theatre," the representation on stage of such differences helps epic dramatists foster a 
critical attitude in their audiences: 
If we ensure that our characters on the stage are moved by social impulses and that 
these differ according to the period, then we make it harder for our spectator to 
identify himself with them. He cannot simply feel: that' s how I would act, but at 
most can say: if I had lived under those circumstances. And if we play works 
dealing with our own time as though they were historical, then perhaps the 
circumstances under which he himself acts will strike him as equally odd: and this 
is where the critical attitude begins. (190) 
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By setting these women together in a contemporary situation, Churchill constructs the 
present as just one of history's many time periods. Although the women share the same 
sex, each has her own class and cultural concerns. Marlene, however, refuses to 
acknowledge the obvious differences among the women. Demonstrating her allegiance to 
the motto "Anyone can do anything if they've got what it takes" (86), Marlene 
completely ignores class differences. As she tells Joyce, "I don't believe in class" (86). It 
is not until the erid of the play that Marlene finally admits her self-centered, self­
interested individualism. When Joyce asks for whom the eighties will be stupendous, 
Marlene responds "For me. I think I'm going up up up . . . .  I believe in the individual. 
Look at me." (83-84). 
Throughout the play, Churchill fosters a critical attitude in her audience by making 
obvious class and cultural distinctions among the women in order to demonstrate that 
gender concerns cannot be viewed in isolation from other factors that shape social 
experience. Most of the Top Girls express their blindness toward class concern and 
accept patriarchal domination to some degree. While Pope Joan rose to the top of 
religious hierarchy, she assumed the position at great cost. Completely alienated from her 
female body, when she became pregnant she "didn' t  know what was happening" (1 6) and, 
ironically, needed her male lover to explain the situation. In order to succeed in a man's 
world, Joan, who "didn't live a woman's life" (24), was forced to become an honorary 
man, to emulate the oppressors who associate women with "children and lunatics" (15) in 
order to prevent them from gaining equality. 
Like Pope Joan, Isabella Bird lived a life of travel and adventure more commonly 
associated with men. Unlike Joan, however, Isabella "always travelled as a lady and 
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repudiated strongly any suggestion in the press that [she] was other than feminine" (8). 
However, Isabella also reveals her blindness of cultural and class differences. She 
sneered at the "barbaric practices in the east/ Among the lower classes" ( 6). Born to a 
· Victorian and wealthy clergyman father, Isabella could afford the expense of world travel 
and therefore enjoyed the kind of life inaccessible to most Victorians. While Isabella 
cherished the class privilege associated with being a lady, she resented bitterly the gender 
restrictions implicit in the term. When she says "I cannot and will not live the life of a 
lady" (26), she verbalizes her refusal to be subjected to the standard imposed upon her by 
the patriarchal Victorian society in which she lived. Her final assertion-"! was the only 
European woman ever to have seen the Emperor of Morocco" (29)-makes explicit her 
difference from other women in her society. 
Lady Nijo generally submits to patriarchal and class-based oppression. Nijo, the 
daughter of a court poet in Japan in the mid-thirteenth century, "was brought up from a 
baby" (3) to be the mistress of an Emperor. Nijo was also given by her father to a much 
older, more socially prominent, and more powerful man when she was little more than a 
child of fourteen. Believing that she "belonged to him" (3), Nijo meekly accepted the 
Emperor's act of rape as a right of ownership. When she inevitably fell out of favor, she 
went from one hopeless relationship to another. Even her wandering life as a vagrant nun 
was inspired not so much by a desire for self-fulfillment as by a promise to her dying 
father to "enter holy orders" (3) if she ever lost the Emperor's favor. Telling the other 
women that "the first half of my life was all sin and the second all repentance" (5), Nijo 
demonstrates that she has internalized the feelings of guilt and worthlessness instilled in 
her since birth. 
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Like Nijo, Griselda concedes to the oppressor and accepts patriarchal domination 
as a given. Born in rural England during the fourteenth century to a poor peasant family, 
Griselda was extricated from the poverty and misery of her class by virtue of marriage to 
a Marquis. About the Marquis's marriage proposal, Griselda says, "The Marquis said it 
wasn't an order, I could say no, but if I said yes I must always obey him in everything" 
(21). Although the Marquis' proposal was phrased as a request rather than an order, 
Griselda's reality made her accept it. Indeed, Griselda sees nothing extraordinary in the 
Marquis's request for total obedience because, as she tells Marlene, "of course a wife 
must obey her husband. And of course I mustobey the Marquis" (21). Obediently, 
Griselda acquiesced to every unreasonable command from her husband and master until 
she was stripped of virtually everything: her daughter, her son, her husband, and even the 
clothes from her body. 
Unlike the other Top Girls, Dull Gret shows resistance toward oppression and a 
recognition of positive collective action by women. Born in Belgium in the sixteenth 
century, Dull Gret belonged to the lowest rural peasant class. Although uneducated and 
somewhat coarse, Gret refused either to emulate or concede to the oppressor. Instead, she 
and the other peasant women responded to oppression with violent resistance. Gret 
emphasizes that she and her neighbors were not ladies but simply housewives who "come 
out just as they was from baking or washing in their aprons" (28). Although capitalism, 
represented in Gret' s story by the "big devil" who excretes money from a "big hole in his 
arse" (28) prompted some women to put individual attainment above social reform, many 
more women recognized and responded to the need for collective action. According to 
Gret, "a lot of the women stop and get some [money]. But most of us is fighting the 
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devils" (28). Presenting Gret and the other women from the lowest social class as the 
symbol of effective, collective female resistance, Churchill suggests that gender 
transformation requires a corresponding building of solidarity across class lines. 
Unlike Gret, Marlene is similar to the other Top Girls in her attempt to dissociate 
herself from other women who might prevent her from making it to the top, in her case of 
the business world. Telling Joyce "I hate the working class . . .  [,] it doesn't exist any 
more, it means lazy and stupid" (85), Marlene makes clear her rejection of her association 
with working-class existence. Marlene resembles both Joan and Isabella in that she 
attempts to become an honorary man, emulating rather than fighting the oppressor. Like 
Isabella, Marlene feels little solidarity with other women, especially working-class 
women. 
The Top Girls from the first scene do not, then, reflect the expected celebration of 
or expansion of opportunities for women. Rather, they represent a group of women who 
fail to come together strongly enough to resist their common oppression. The difficulty of 
such an act of collectivity is emphasized from the beginning by the women's staggered 
arrivals and by their different backgrounds. Their difference is also evident in how much 
they speak. Isabella and Nijo dominate the conversation, frequently interrupting and 
overlapping. The humbly born Joan and Griselda speak only in answer to questions. Gret, 
the uneducated peasant known only from a pictorial representation created by a man, 
speaks very little. The two contemporary women present show an even greater contrast: 
Marlene directs the progress of the dinner, while the Waitress serving the party does not 
speak at all. Thus, the women prove unable to communicate and identify with one 
another. Further, the women often react with horror to one another's choices: Marlene is 
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appalled and sickened, for instance, by Griselda's submission. All of the women remain 
blind to the relationship between their misery and their choice to obey or imitate 
masculine figures. 
Churchill subsequently explains this problem through realistic representation of an 
institution which is part of the contemporary world of work. The employment agency 
scene, which follows the fantastic presentation of the dinner party, shows how Marlene 
uses her power to intimidate and narrow further an already limited range of options for 
the women who come seeking employment. She not only acquires to the male standard 
for success, "far more balls than Howard" ( 46), but she also becomes an oppressor in her 
relations with her female clients. In interviews with her clients, Marlene demonstrates her 
acceptance of patriarchal, capitalist attitudes toward women employees. In their 
interaction with each other and with clients Marlene and her co-workers in the 
employment agency demonstrate ''the ethic of competition" (Kritzer 141 ). Their model of 
success is invariably masculine. While Marlene's co-workers endorse Marlene's 
promotion over her male competitor, Howard, they also treat a woman who does not 
demonstrate masculine behaviors dismissively. For example, Marlene advises her client 
Jeannine that her plans to marry in the near future constitute a serious detriment to her job 
prospects. 
The turning point of the action that takes place in Marlene's office is her reaction 
to the arrival of Angie. She treats Angie with the same attitude with which she deals with 
clients and attempts to dispose of the unfortunate Mrs. Kidd, Howard's wife. Marlene 
says to Angie, "I've got to go and do some work now. Will you come back later?" (59). 
She applies to her niece the same businessman-like attitude she uses for all her clients. 
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While Marlene and her co-workers show their blindness toward classism and their 
choice of masculine behaviors, the contrasting scene in Joyce's home demonstrates other 
limitations. In Amelia Howe Kritzer's words, if Marlene shows "the ethic of 
competition" ( 14 1  ), the other type, "the ethic of caring" ( 14 1  ), applies to Joyce. In 
particular, this scene shows the limitation of the traditional work roles accorded women. 
Joyce has never attempted to go beyond traditionally female roles, and she is not 
interested in business and success like her sister, even as she is pitied by Marlene for this 
lack of ambition. Remaining in the house where she grew up, she cares for Angie and, 
since the departure of her husband, cleans four houses a week for a living. In a 
conversation with Marlene, she expresses anger at the women whose houses she cleans. 
She does not, however, think beyond her immediate material conditions. Though she 
nurtures Angie unselfishly, Joyce has resigned herself to the thought that Angie had 
"better get married" (43) and fails to offer the girl a vision of a better future. A similar 
passivity, combined with the isolation of her work, prevents her from putting any vision 
into an action. 
The final scene begins with a positive impression which is overturned in the course 
of this scene. At first, Marlene seems caringly involved with her niece and her sister, 
giving the girl presents and trying to sustain a pleasant conversation with Joyce. However, 
as the conversation reveals that Angie was born to Marlene but has been cared for by 
Joyce, it becomes evident that Marlene's public rejection of Angie as one who is "not 
going to make it" (66) reflected an even more devastating private rejection of her in early 
infancy. Since the work of caring for Angie has fallen to Joyce, Marlene's rise to the top 
has been based, in part, upon exploitation of Joyce as caretaker. Joyce expresses her 
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sacrifice to her sister: "Listen when Angie was six months I did get pregnant and I lost it 
because I was so tired looking after your fucking baby . . .  that's the only chance I ever 
had because after that-" (81). Responding to Joyce's exclamation, Marlene recounts her 
own abortion experiences and does not take the matter seriously: "I've had two abortions, 
are you interested? . . .  it's boring, it wasn't a problem. I don't like messy talk about 
blood" (81). Sue-Ellen Case points out that "the sister is using her financial resources and 
labor to raise Marlene's child. This characterizes Marlene's upward mobility as a 
colonization of her own sister for her class achievement. She is using her sister as a kind 
of surplus labor that increases her own opportunities of profit" (86-87). Kate Millett also 
addresses divergent classification of women's roles and opportunities in contemporary 
society: "One of the chief effects of class within patriarchy is to set one woman against 
another, in the past creating a lively antagonism between whore and matron, and in the 
present between career woman and housewife" (38). Case's and Millett's statements 
address well the contrast between the two sisters. Like the different figures they have, 
Joyce and Marlene show "the confrontation between the two value systems" (Merrill 87). 
Joyce questions Marlene's beliefs that merely having a woman in the top position ensures 
equality for all women: "What good' s first woman if it's her? I suppose you'd have liked 
Hitler if he was a woman. Ms Hitler. Got a lot done, Hitlerina. Great adventures" (84). 
Joyce, who is torn between love for Angie and anger at the exploitative nature of 
Marlene's dependence on her, finds words inadequate to express her situation until 
Marlene compounds exploitativeness with betrayal and begins to praise Thatcher and 
condemn the working class as "lazy and stupid" (85). Joyce responds by defining 
Marlene as "one of them" (86) and making it clear that their relationship is at an end. 
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Joyce also shows strength in her consistent care of Angie and her ability to support 
herself despite limited opportunities. However, she is cut off from power within the 
current socio-economic system which still enforces a division of labor between classes. 
The fundamental di vision between the two women is reinforced by Joyce's refusal to 
embrace Marlene. In the end, neither of the two women can imagine a bridge to traverse 
their differences or an alternative to the restrictive roles in which they are both trapped. 
From the first act Churchill experiments with various theatrical devices to explore 
the issues of oppression and the differences among women who live in patriarchal and 
capitalist society. First, she utilizes the Brechtian epic device of non-linear progression. If 
in epic theatre "the linear story has been thrown on the scrap heap" (153), as Brecht 
suggests in ''Notes on the Folk Play," then Top Girls is an example of the form. As 
Joseph Marhol points out, Churchill's use of non-linear progression makes "the play . . .  
negate 'arguments"' (380). Although the play ends at the conclusion of Act Three, the 
story ends much sooner, at the conclusion of the last scene of Act Two. The final 
chronological statement in the play, Marlene's casual dismissal of Angie, "She's not 
going to make it" ( 66), appears cold to the audience, who are as yet unsure that Angie is 
Marlene's own daughter. And even though Marlene pronounces the final chronological 
line, the final words of the play itself are given by Churchill to Angie: Angie's painful 
cry of isolation and alienation: "Frightening . . . .  Frightening" (87). Act Three, because it 
is a flashback to the previous year, allows the audience to view Angie's cry, in the light 
of Marlene's subsequent second abandonment, as an indictment of Marlene's self­
interested individualism. Churchill thus uses non-linear progression to demonstrate the 
futility of individual liberation without a concurrent commitment to liberation for the 
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entire group. This Brechtian disruption of chronological time, which is also used in Cloud 
Nine to expose the artificiality of power relation, becomes in Top Girls a useful device 
for the promotion of Churchill's socialist feminist message. By distancing the audience 
from the chronological development of the play, Churchill forces us to look at the issues 
involved in becoming a Top Girl. 
Another device Churchill effectively uses here is doubling. This device also 
expedites her socialist feminist agenda by allowing her to make a connection between 
different contexts, to suggest continuity in women's history. Churchill uses her doubling 
to provide an actor with numerous character roles. Churchill's doubling helps the 
audience make connections among all the characters played by any one actor. At the 
same time, this device prevents the audience from being "completely swallowed up by" 
the characters. As Churchill explains to Linda Fitzsimmons in File on Churchill (1989), 
"the audience can enjoy the medium and appreciate the theatricality rather than 
overidentifying with the characters" ( 61 ). 
Of all the characters, Marlene alone, the symbolic representative of self-interested 
individualism, is not doubled. The other Top Girls of the first act are doubled with at least 
one, and often two other characters. Pope Joan, for example, is doubled with Louise, a 
forty-six-year-old woman who comes to the Top Girls Employment Agency as a client. 
Like Joan, who "didn't live a women's life" and did not "understand it" (24), Louise 
remains alienated from other women. Distancing herself from "the girls" with whom she 
works, Louise attempts to transform herself into an honorary man: "I don't care greatly 
for working with women. I think I pass as a man at work" (52). And yet, although both 
she and Joan attempt to pass as men, ultimately neither succeeds. They may be Top Girls, 
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but they are restricted by insurmountable obstacles meant to keep their subordinate roles 
in relation to men. By doubling Pope Joan and Louise, then, Churchill urges the audience 
to question the extent of women's liberation. We are also allowed gradually to realize 
Marlene's shortcomings by examining her in her theatrical contexts. She herself is only 
capable of moving backward and forward in her life and remains untouched by others 
during the course of the play even when she has many chances and could have made a 
difference in the lives of others. 
Similarly, by doubling the roles of Lady Nijo and Win, Churchill makes some 
interesting connections between a medieval courtesan and a twentieth-century,. liberated 
career woman. Nijo spends her life in the service of unavailable and/or married men who 
disappoint and abuse her. Win, who supported one man for four years and who has an ex­
husband in jail, is currently involved with a married man who spends time with her only 
when "his wife was visiting her mother" (45). Like Win's lover, Nijo's lovers attempt to 
conceal their affairs. Tragically, like Nijo, who not only accepts but cherishes and 
promotes her role as a sexual object, Win discounts the humiliation to which she is 
subjected and characterizes her affair as a "bit of fun" (50). Win's story suggests that 
sexual liberation often serves men's interest more than women's interests. 
Another set of doubling, that between Griselda, Jeanine, and Nell, emphasizes 
differences rather than similarities. Like Griselda, who in every instance accedes to 
masculine authority, Jeanine allows Marlene's negative assessment of her work "Speeds, 
not brilliant, not too bad" (30). Upon hearing about Jeanine's engagement, Marlene 
validates patriarchal discrimination against women in the work place and dismisses 
Jeanine as a serious candidate for a future in an executive position. Tragically, Jeanine 
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. accepts Marlene's valuation and settles for a position little better than her current one. In 
contrast, the fiercely independent Nell rejects "play house" in favour of"go on working 
and not marry" (48). Upon hearing about Win's exploits with her married lover, Nell 
exclaims "Fuck that for a joke" ( 49). The audience eventually realizes, however, that Nell 
is no more to be emulated than is Marlene. Believing that women require "balls" if they 
are to succeed in the labor market, Nell dedicates her life to disproving what she 
perceives as a masculine under-evaluation of women: "They think we're too nice. They 
think we listen to the buyer's doubts. They think we consider his needs and feelings" ( 61 ). 
Nell, determined to succeed at all costs, emulates the men she so envies and considers the 
needs and feelings only of herself. When Win tells Marlene "We'd rather it was you than 
Howard. We're glad for you, aren't we Nell?" (50), she reluctantly and insincerely replies, 
"Oh yes, Aces" (50). For Nell, feminist solidarity is not directly related to personal 
achievement. By doubling Nell with Griselda and Jeanine, then, Churchill suggests that 
the kind of individual achievement towards which Nell aspires is no more liberating to 
women collectively. 
Churchill also connects Isabella Bird, Joyce, and Mrs. Kidd by doubling these roles. 
While Isabella travels independently, Mrs. Kidd and Joyce live out lives largely confined 
to the domestic sphere. Mrs. Kidd, given no first name in the play, is defined solely in 
relation to her husband. An abused wife, Mrs. Kidd resembles Joyce because both "bear 
the brunt" (58) of Marlene's success. And yet, despite apparent differences, Joyce and 
Mrs. Kidd share certain experiences with Isabella. Mrs. Kidd's tendency to "put 
[Howard] first every inch of the way" (58) resembles Isabella's willing surrender of 
independence upon her marriage. Both Mrs. Kidd, who experiences physical and 
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emotional abuse, and Isabella, who is unable "to cope with the ordinary drudgery of 
life"(l l ), suffer under oppressive, patriarchal regimes. Additionally, neither Joyce nor 
Isabella has children of her own, and both express their strong love for their fathers and 
adopt their fathers' belief systems. Isabella, the daughter of an Anglican minister, 
demonstrates her allegiance to her father's religion and asserts, "I am of course a member 
of the Church of England" ( 5). Similarly, Joyce so adopts and espouses her father's 
socialist ideology that she is mocked by Marlene: "Bosses still walking on the workers' 
face? Still Dadda's little parrot? Haven't  you learned to think for yourself?" (84). Having 
one actor play all three roles, then, allows Churchill to explore major differences among 
women while at the same time recognizing commonalities of experience grounded in 
gender. By connecting Isabella, Joyce, and Mrs. Kidd, Churchill encourages the audience 
to examine the exceptional women of history in the context of the struggle and 
oppression experienced by the majority of women. 
Through the doubling of Dull Gret and Angie, Churchill offers the slight possibility 
of collective, feminist resistance. Angie, relegated to remedial classes and characterized 
by Marlene as "a bit thick . .  [,] a bit funny" ( 66), resembles Gret in more ways than mere 
dullness. Like Gret, who except when talking about her exploits in Hell utters short, 
coarse phrases such as "Big cock" (14), "In a field, yah" (17), and "Balls ! "  (19), Angie 
personifies inarticulate anger. Angie's unprepossessing characteristics seem to bear out 
Marlene's assertion that "She's not going to make it" (66). Churchill here suggests t�at 
women's liberation must include all women, even those relegated to the lowest spheres of 
society and that every woman has something to offer towards collective feminist 
resistance. 
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Interestingly, one set of connected roles, that of the waitress, Kit, and Shona, 
. includes no Top Girls. Just as Churchill presents the waitress in the first act as a silent 
contrast to the Top Girls, so too do Shona and Kit represent the majority of women who, 
despite their struggle, may never achieve Top Girl status. Shona, by almost convincing 
Nell of her work experience, and Kit, through her ambition to become a nuclear physicist, 
demonstrate female aspirations despite ongoing restrictions. Unfortunately, like Louise, 
who experiences age discrimination because of her advanced years, Shona experiences 
discrimination because of her youth. Kit, despite her belief that she is "clever" and "old 
for [her] age" (43), must find a way to overcome her lower-class background if she is to 
achieve success. By having the same actor play the waitress, Shona, and Kit, then, 
Churchill juxtaposes the Top Girls with them. As long as some women remain in a 
struggle to overcome poverty and oppression, the play suggests, individual female 
achievements such as those of the Top Girls remain futile and empty for women in 
general. 
Churchill uses doubling, like the other alienation effects such as visually jarring 
characters and costumes and non-linear progression, to explore and challenge the 
relationship between the past and current cultural practices. Churchill interrogates the 
role of gender and class as social constructs and attempts to make a place in history for 
all women, not just Top Girls like those of the first act. Making explicit the major 
difference between social solidarity and individual achievement, Churchill utilizes 
Brechtian epic devices to foreground her belief in collective resistance as a possible way 
forward for all women. In Top Girls Churchill insists upon the inseparability of feminism 
and socialism. She offers a display of the disparity of economic opportunity for women 
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of different classes both today and in the past. She shows how this disparity divides 
women between those who give up the power associated with the masculine and those 
who base their work in the ethic of competition and thus give up the strength associated 
with close relationships with other women. Churchill rejects any hint of progress in a 
situation which merely allows a woman to create herself in the ruthless, self-focused, 
mold represented by Marlene. She demands recognition of the needs of that great 
majority of women in society who, like Angie, have no chance of rising to the top and 
challenges the audience to make their own roles in light of the collectivity of women. 
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Conclusion 
Churchill has said that plays must not be "ordinary" and "safe" ( qtd. in Kritzer 1 ). 
She enacts her belief through the complexity with which she questions the power 
structure and the inventiveness of theatrical experiments in her works. Although 
Churchill is influenced by the socio-political climate of Britain, her personal politics have 
developed through her individual experiences as a wife and a mother, as a woman. That 
is the reason Churchill tries to integrate socialism with feminism in her work. Moreover, 
in terms of theatrical developments, she has tried to develop a unique adaptation of 
theatrical conventions. In particular, she adopts Brechtian devices as useful tools to 
deliver her vision as a socialist feminist. 
Churchill tries to widen the range of theatre and .to use the medium more fully. 
What excites Churchill and gives her plays vitality is the use of theatre to create the 
literally impossible scene. By using Brechtian epic devices, Churchill can present both 
women and men as multiple, de-centered subjects constructed through the experience of 
specific conditions of class, race, gender, and sexual orientation. Churchill wants the 
audience to be emotionally detached from the characters on the stage so that they can 
think critically about what is being performed for them. Using the stage as a vehicle for 
social change, she demonstrates her dual allegiance to socialist and feminist principles as 
she unmasks hierarchical power relations. Techniques ofBrechtian epic theatre enable 
her to integrate the relationship between historical and current social practices. In her 
works, Churchill offers historical explanations of repressive power and connects the 
personal experiences of individual women and men to the wider socio-political context of 
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economic and gender relations. Finally, by exploring the linkage between theory and 
practice, Churchill adopts Brechtian devices with her unique inventiveness to shift her 
audiences' awareness toward socialist feminist perception. 
Churchill frequently utilizes alienation effects to ensure that the audience never 
loses itself by becoming too emotionally involved with the characters on stage. In 
particular, in Top Girls, Churchill uses a visually jarring first act as an alienation effect. 
By presenting women from different cultures and historical time periods, Churchill 
demonstrates that gender concerns cannot be viewed in isolation from other factors such 
as class, culture, and gender. In addition, the Top Girls, dressed in the costumes of their 
period, serve to make visible the trans-historical, trans-cultural nature of women's 
oppression. Through those alienation effects, Churchill infuses the audience with an 
awareness of the futility of individual emancipation or success without social change. 
Non-linear progression or episodic structure, another epic device, is often used in 
Churchill's work to disrupt the continuity of the narrative at the same time it provides 
some kind of political engagement. In Cloud Nine, through her unique twenty-five years 
time shift from Victorian Africa to London in 1979, she interrogates the ways in which 
gender and race norms are socially constructed at different historical moments and in 
different social contexts and how much or little progress has been made. Churchill also 
uses non-linear progression in Top Girls in the scene in which the play ends at the 
conclusion of Act Three, but the story actually ends at the conclusion of Act Two. This 
progression is used in order to codify Marlene's dismissal of her own daughter as an 
extreme example of women reaching the top on the backs of other women and to thereby 
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argue for the need to privilege collective resistance. By using this epic structure, 
Churchill can foster a critical attitude in her audience. 
Churchill also uses doubling to make intricate connections between different 
contexts, thereby suggesting the continuity of the history of women's oppression and 
resistance. Doubling effectively disrupts the audience's empathy and causes them to 
reflect on what they are seeing. In addition, this device enables Churchill to replace the 
individuality of characters with a multiple viewpoint, to direct the audience' s  attention to 
the overall shape of experiences rather than to individual experiences themselves. In 
Cloud Nine, double casting posits the possibility for change and for reclaiming of 
individual and societal power. In Top Girls, the doubling of all the characters but Marlene, 
the symbolic representative of self-interested individualism, compels the audience to 
recognize that individual achievement is not always liberating to women collectively. 
Moreover, by doubling the characters of Top Girls with non-Top Girl status women, and 
sometimes by doubling characters from the past with the present, Churchill questions the 
extent of women's  liberation over time and extends this issue into all women's problems. 
Like doubling, cross-casting works as an alienation effect in Churchill 's works. 
This device enables Churchill to expose hierarchical power relations in race, gender, and 
class. Moreover, through this device, Churchill questions the ways in which oppressed 
groups repress features which are incompatible with the social constructs imposed by the 
dominant group. Like doubling, cross-casting becomes a powerful visual reminder that 
subjects become constituted and are governed by the exercise of control over their bodies. 
In Cloud Nine, for example, Churchill exposes the power relations inherent in historically 
specific gendered and racial moments by having Betty played by a man, Edward played 
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by a woman, and the black African Joshua played by a white man. Like other epic 
devices, Churchill uses cross-casting to challenge and subvert the conventional notions of 
gender, class, race, and sexual orientation, which categories produce corresponding roles 
for individuals to perform in society. 
By using these unique theatrical devices, Caryl Churchill exposes the reciprocal 
relationships between the individual and society, the ways in which the individual both 
constitutes and is constituted by the surrounding societal structures. Churchill emphasizes 
the individual's power to change those structures. However, Churchill does not provide 
easy or optimistic solutions. In Cloud Nine, for example, after Betty leaves Clive but still 
feels overwhelming dependency at the beginning of the second scene of Act Two, she 
says to Victoria, "I'm so frightened" (298) yet cannot even define what it is that frightens 
her. Similarly, Angie, in Top Girls, concludes the play by repeating the word 
"Frightening . . .  Frightening" (87). From these scenes, Churchill shows the uneasiness of 
social change and the difficulty of merely individual actions changing the social structure. 
Moreover, despite her endorsement of nontraditional roles for women in the stage images 
she creates, Churchill does not present simplistic arguments for equal rights or models of 
new feminist roles. Instead, she challenges audiences to create, revise, and re-create their 
own roles by critical thought through examining the past and present. Churchill also 
criticizes the social structures which divide women among and within themselves. 
Women, in Churchill' s  works, are separated by class, racial, and economic divisions as 
much as they are by and from men. In particular, Marlene and Joyce in Top Girls indicate 
that commitment to different visions of society may irreparably rupture formerly close or 
"natural" bonds. Churchill's solution to such division, however, does not lie in the 
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perpetuation of the divisive systems of power relations by simply allowing women to 
cross the dividing line and become "frightening" instead of "frightened." Rather, what 
Churchill calls for is dissolution of individual alienation. 
These themes of Churchill' s plays are energized by a dialectic between imagination 
and material con4itions that· seems at once to hold out and deny the possibility of 
changing the conditions of society that divide and oppress people. Churchill represents 
the actual material conditions of society in order to make clear how difficult her demands 
for processes of personal and social change are in the current environment. At the same 
time, Churchill combats those conditions and limitations by means of her theatrical 
imagination. She invents various theatrical devices to use the stage forcefully as a vehicle 
for social change. Her ability to use the theatrical medium to its fullest widens the range 
of theatre, and her unique application of epic devices to her socialist feminist politics 
represents the possibility of using theatrical conventions as a useful tool to awaken the 
audience' s critical consciousness. Churchill' s theatre is one of process, attempting to 
involve audiences in a continuing dialectic between imagination and material conditions 
through various theatrical devices, through that involvement, to empower the audience 
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